The McCloskey J44 Jaw Crusher offers high capacity crushing capabilities in an easily transported package. At 2.5 metres wide, it’s ideal for contractors or operators that require frequent mobility between job sites.

The J44 retains the core values expected in a full size McCloskey jaw crusher while making them more attainable for balanced production demands. The automatically regulated vibrating feeder with the load sensing 44” jaw keep product moving along with the 42” wide main conveyor and its high stockpiling capabilities. Combine this with McCloskey’s reputation for durable, user-friendly machines and the J44 is a good fit for a wide range of crushing applications.

**Engine:** 275 hp (205 kw) CAT C9 Diesel  
**Transport Height:** 11’ 1.8” (3.4m)  
**Transport Length:** 47’ 5.6” (14.5m)  
**Transport Width:** 8’ 2.5” (2.5m)  
**Stockpile Height:** 12’ 11” (3940mm)  
**Weight:** 88,184 lbs (40,000 kg) with side conveyor, no magnet

**Conveyor**  
Extended 42” main conveyor as standard, giving large stockpile capacity. Conveyor lowers and raises hydraulically and is easily removable for maintenance.

**Crusher**  
44”x26” (1118mm x 650mm) jaw with reversible hydrostatic drive, reversible jaw plates, and fully hydraulic closed side setting (CSS) adjust and relief.

**Transportation Size**  
At only 2.5m wide and available with an optional bogie, the J44 is easily transported between job sites.

**Feeder**  
Folding Hardox® hopper mounted over vibrating feeder with integral pre-screen. Feeder rate can be regulated manually or automatically by the load sensing jaw.

**Controls**  
User-friendly waterproof and dust-proof control panel. Allows monitoring of pressures, fluid levels, fuel consumption and provides push button control of jaw, track and feeder functions.
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